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PROJECT NO. l.lt (a) 

SECRET 

1. To malct> arranee:::ents for and to in1octrinate a chief 
agent now in Iraq. 

2. To set up a system of secret info=ants resident in 
Iraq, which may be maintained after the departure of the agent 
and rega~le~ of possible ene~ occupation. 

). To reestablish contact "'lith prominent Iraqis in an 
o:!"fcrt. to swi.."l ~~iz- support tmmrd the Al:!erican e!f'ort and 
mr1J3 fr the Axis . 

4. To identify Axis agents now operating in :::raq and 
discover their methods of operation. 

II . WAYS AND I ::ANS 

The agent will l"'ave for tl.e Near East as soon as he can 
complete th training at t.'le S. A. Eranch School. e oes to 
con:iuct a urvey of dent'll. needs in Iraq at the request of the 
Al!lericl'.ll ntal As:Joc:!.a+ion and "'lith t concurrence of the 
C:!"fice of the Surgeon ~eral. The agent is ~~elf a denti-t 
with lang experience in Iraq, Syria and Falestine, in all of 
which countries he has wide and vaJ.uable connections. H ll"ill 
be accompanied, or ir.unediately followed, by another American 
dentist of Syrian descent whose complete familiarity with the 
Arabic lanruaee and the area will be of great value both in 
nuL~~ the dental surv~r arJi in layin6 the lines for the proposed ' 
info:rmatioo network. !t is planned that this assi8tant azent my 
also recei\"e training in the SA/B school, thau3h this may not be 
possible and is not absolut~ ~sential . 

Th ent will probsbl:r oroeeed first to Haii'a to secure 
pennission fro the oil company director there for tho services 
of the oil man in Iraq whom it io expected will become chi~f agent 
for Iraq. Tris part of the ~roject will subsequently be written 
up as Project No. 14. 

!"rCI!I Haii'a the agent will pr?ceed to Iraq 1lh re h will ~ct 
in touch with the rroS!'ective chi f agent and indoctrinate bin 
with t ~:~ethods and activities of A/B. 2e will a1 o teach him 
the code prov ed fo:- him by the SJ../B training school. 
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A considerable number of the dentists of Iraq are e1t er 
former students or collaborators of the a;_;ent in his preVious 
work in the near East . He i. confident that he can make use of 
them to establish a network of information centers with practically 
perfect cover, since no one is likely to be suspected of espionage 
for making an occasional call upon a dentist, particularly in the 
Near East. The agent has worked out a system of communication 
among these dentist agents, rnakin~ use of a well-known form of 
nomenclature of dental instruments with which all of them are 
readily familiar . The chief agent will also be informed of this 
system and will be put in tou~h with the information network 
which will report its findings to him for transmission to head
quarters . 

Pending the establishment of our own system o~ communications, 
the chief agent will transmit messages through the legation in 
:!'!aghdad 1rhence they will pe forwarded Via the regular diplow.atic 
channels. 

In his former years in :;:raq the agent became very friendly 
with the leading family of the countr-.r, v;hich has been involved 
in anti-Bri tiRh uprisings and has for a long period been strongly . 
anti-Briti sh. The agent plans to reestablish his contact ll:l.th 
this family and endeavor to influence them toward a pro-'.:nerican 
attitude. It will not be possible to soften their anti-British 
bias but they may be led to an anti-Axis feeling if their attitude 
toward America is properl y cultivated. 

The agent was last in the t<ear East but little more than a 
year ago, and he was able at that time to observe the functioning 
of the Nazi agents in various parts of the area. With some of 
them he was ramiliar . He will therefore be in a~cellent position 
to identifY those 'Who are still there and to secure ini'ormat.im 
about the operations of others 7iho may have come in since his 
departure. This information should be of considerable value to 
the war effort of the Allied Nations, since Iraq particularly has 
been a fertile field for Axis cultivation . 

It will be necessary for the agent to reoturn to J.meric:tL as 
early in the fall as possible in order to continue the wor!: of 
great value to the war effort in which he is currently engaged. 
It will therefore be most important to set him en route for Iraq · 
before August 1, if possible, L~ order that his stay abroad may 
be sufficiently extended for him to accomplish his objectives. 
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NEAR EAST 

(Supplement to Number 14) 

Copy 1 of three . 

Since the completion of the prel iminary work em

bodied in Number 14-a, it is possible to describe in 

more detail the exact picture now presented by Number 14 

itself . This was merely indicated at the time of pr e

sentation of Number 14- a . 

Number 14 divides i tself naturally into two divisions : 

1 . Beirut 

Through the medium of the agent described in 

Number 14-a, a new agent for Syria was recruited 

whose code name is Charles Wiley. He is an important 

executive of an oil company which has operations in 

Syria , Palestine and Iraq , and he has complete 

mobility as regards those three countries. An addi

tional poin.t of interest about the agent is that he 

has been in charge of preparations for demoli tion of 

installations belonging to the oil company. 

The agent was indoctrinated by Number 14- a who 

provided him with a cipher . The agent is such a busy 

man and so frequent ly has to be away from Beirut that 

it has been necessary to secure for him a cipher clerk . 

This clerk, whose code name is Wiley Shang , is an 

exceptionally efficient woman whose s ecurity was 

checked by a government agency whi ch has employed her 

as their chief secretary in Beirut . Her salary is 

SECRET 
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taken care of by the agency employing her . The work 

which she does for us is not kno\vn to her employer and 

costs us nothing , 

The information network activated by Number 14-a 

among the dentists of the Near East ties indirectly 

into the office of Wiley Shang . Information from this 

network is fed to another American secretary who knows 

Wi l ey Shang but does not know of her connection with 

our work . She passes the information on to Wiley Shang 

in the belief that i t is to be forwarded to the agent 

of Number 14- a in his capacity as a dentist . She does 

not know that he was one of our agents . The dentists 

comprising the network do not know Wiley Shang at all 

and are in no position to expose our organization in 

case any of them should be uncovered . 

Charles Wiley has exceptional contacts both in 

official , industrial and social circles throughout the 

area . He is capable of providing us with information 

which would be available to few other people . He can 

respond immediately to directives sent him from Wash

ington, his replies being ciphered by his cipher clerk. 

There is no expense involved in our use of either 

the agent or the cipher clerk . The former is a full

time employee of the oil company and the latter i s 

supported by her work for another u.s . government agency, 

The only possible financial draft upon us would be in 
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connection with expenses involved in securing in-

formation . 

2. Baghdad · 

Number 14- a was able to secure the services of 

the man described on page one of Project Number 14- a . 

This agent who has the code name Robert Craig is also 

an employee of the oil company and makes his head

quarters in the Kirkuk area . He was indoctrinated by 

Number 14- a and was taught the cipher which Number 14- a 

took out for him . Communications have already been 

established and he has proven himself competent to 

handle the cipher. 

It has become necessary because of a ruling of 

the oil company made prior to the arrival of Number 

14- a to provide Craig with an automobile in order that 

he may have freedom of movement. This expense was 

not estimated in Number 14- a and the sum of $5, 000 

needs to be added to that estimate. Otherwise, the 

esti mated cost remains the same for there is no salary 

involved . The agent remains on the payroll of the oil 

company . 

The agent is an expert on tribal conditions in 

northern Iraq and is in a position to provide us with 

exceptional information on matters pertaining to the 

tribes . He is also in a position to act as a contact 

SEORET 
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man with the t ribes if such a person is ever needed 

by us. The agent possesses an unrivaled experience 

in the geography of northern Iraq and has already 

provided us· with a magni ficent report on the roads 

of the area t ogether with detailed maps which had 

not hitherto been avail abl e in this country. 
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